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Abstra t

End-hosts on wireless ad ho networks typi ally use
TCP as their transport layer proto ol. Being designed
for wired networks, TCP an perform poorly over wireless networks. Work that has proposed ways to improve TCP performan e over wireless networks has
on entrated primarily on improving TCP throughput
only. Emerging appli ations, su h as intera tive multimedia and network games, require redu ed delay at
least as mu h as in reased throughput. In this paper,
we propose LDM1 , an IP layer queue marking me hanism that estimates the number of hops and ows at
ea h wireless node to omputes the optimal marking
probability. We present simulation results and analysis that demonstrate that LDM greatly redu es the
round-trip time of TCP onne tions while improving
throughput under many on gurations.

1

Introdu tion

Wireless ad ho networks urrently arry traÆ using the Transmission Control Proto ol (TCP), the de
fa to standard for most appli ations. However, TCP
was designed for wired networks and thus an perform poorly in ad ho wireless environments in luding
IEEE 802.11 [1℄ networks, as noted in many resear h
papers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄.
The Media A ess Control (MAC) layer of IEEE
802.11 wireless ad ho networks uses the Carrier Sense Multiple A ess with Collision Avoidan e
(CSMA/CA) with a Request-to-Send/Clear-to-Send
(RTS/CTS) me hanism to avoid data pa ket ollisions. The RTS/CTS pre-ex hange greatly redu es
data pa ket ollisions due to the hidden terminal problem but also auses some side e e ts when the MAC
layer be omes over-saturated. The primary reasons
for TCP performan e degradation are the ontention
delays and ontention drops that the RTS/CTS me hanism auses, whi h have been identi ed as RTS/CTS
jamming [9℄ and RTS/CTS-indu ed ongestion [10℄.
1 LDM stands Low Delay Marking

Previous resear h on the improvement of TCP performan e over wireless ad ho networks in ludes the
investigation of link breakage and routing failure related problems su h as in [2, 4, 6℄, link layer solutions,
su h as in [3, 8℄, MAC layer solutions, su h as in [5℄,
and TCP proto ol modi ations, su h as in [7℄. A
few re ent papers present te hniques to improve TCP
throughput by ontrolling the total number of pa kets
in ight. Fu et al. [8℄ present a link layer approa h,
Link-RED (LRED), that limits the TCP sending window to redu e MAC layer ollisions, and Adaptive
Pa ing (AP), whi h adds a random delay when sending pa kets to redu e the probability of MAC layer
ollisions. Chen et al. [5℄ attempt a similar improvement by limiting TCP's window size dire tly.
Most proposed improvements to TCP are link layer
optimizations whi h are diÆ ult to deploy sin e they
are tied to network ard-spe i devi e drivers rather
than the operating system. Furthermore, improved
throughput has been the most ommon metri , espeially as traditional appli ations su h as File Transfer (FTP) and ele troni mail demand maximum
throughput. However, emerging appli ations su h as
streaming multimedia and network games, demand
lower round-trip times. Moreover, we proje t with the
steady in rease in maximum wireless network bandwidth ( urrently up to 54 Mbps for the 802.11g standard), end-to-end delays will be ome in reasingly important relative to throughput.
We propose a te hnique we all Low Delay Marking (LDM) whi h modi es the pa ket queue manager
at the IP layer to improve TCP performan e. The
goal is to improve round-trip times, loss rates and ollisions with minimal degradation (and perhaps even
some improvement) to TCP throughput. Our hoi e
of an IP layer modi ation is to fa ilitate easier deployment sin e operating system upgrades and pat hes
an be used independently of a hardware hange in the
wireless network devi es.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 reviews ba kground literature su h as the hid-

den terminal problem, LRED and AP; Se tion 3 fouses on the LDM me hanisms; Se tion 4 des ribes the
simulation setup and analyzes the simulation results
and ompares them to AP; and Se tion 5 summarizes
our ndings and mentions some possible future work.

2

Ba kground

This se tion brie y introdu es ba kground relevant to our resear h, in luding the hidden terminal
problem, TCP with Expli it Congestion Noti ation
(ECN), and the Link RED and Adaptive Pa ing algorithms for dealing with wireless MAC layer retransmissions.

2.1 The Hidden Terminal Problem
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Figure 1: Simulation Topology
Figure 1 illustrates the hidden terminal problem in
IEEE 802.11 wireless Lo al Area Networks. Node 1
and node 3 are within the transmission (or power)
range of node 2, but are out of range of ea h other.
Hen e, while they an both re eive transmissions from
node 2, they annot re eive ea h other's transmissions.
If node 1 and node 3 simultaneously start transmission
to node 2, their transmissions ollide.
To mitigate the hidden terminal e e t, IEEE
802.11 [1℄ mandates an RTS-CTS pre-ex hange before
any data pa kets an be sent. In the above s enario,
if node 1 senses an idle hannel and sends an RTS to
node 2, its intended destination node, all nodes within
node 1's range hear the RTS and ba ko . When node
2 responds with a CTS message, all nodes within nodes
2 range, in luding node 3, be ome aware of the imminent data transmission and also ba ko , thus solving
the hidden terminal problem. RTS and CTS frames
also ontain duration information, alled a Net Alloation Ve tor (NAV), on how long the data ex hange
will take. This allows other nodes that hear either the
RTS or CTS frames to determine how long the hannel
will be busy, and hen e ba ko a ordingly.
An RTS sender may re eive no CTS either be ause
its RTS pa ket ollided with another transmission at
the re eiver or be ause the re eiver's NAV indi ated
that the network is not available. The sender of the
RTS pa ket eventually times out and does an exponential ba ko before re-sending the RTS, up to a

limit of seven times, as pres ribed by the IEEE 802.11
standard. Sin e RTS and CTS pa kets are small in
omparison to data pa kets, the wasted bandwidth inurred when RTS and CTS pa kets ollide is minimal.
However, RTS ollisions in rease network load whi h
ultimately results in larger ontention delays due to repeated exponential ba ko s and RTS ontention drops
when the number of retransmissions ex eeds the spe i ed threshold of seven.
Moreover, TCP, left un onstrained, an saturate
the MAC layer and ause numerous RTS ollisions
and drops, produ ing less than optimal throughput
and high round-trip times. To brie y illustrate that
an un onstrained TCP produ es less than optimal performan e, and hen e motivate our proposed enhan ements, we ran NS-2 simulations that restri ted the
maximum window size of a single TCP sender in a
7-hop ad ho network using IEEE 802.11. Figure 2
shows the e e t of the maximum TCP window size on
throughput and round-trip time. The default, un onstrained TCP ow would have a window size towards
the far right of the graphs. However, by onstraining
the window size to a maximum window size of about
3, TCP a hieves higher throughput. Equally important, we an see that the round-trip time also in reases
as the maximum TCP window size in reases, a measure of performan e that has not been examined by
previous resear hers [8, 5℄.

2.2 Expli it Congestion Noti ation

Traditionally, TCP has relied on dropped pa kets
at the router as an indi ation of network ongestion.
When a TCP sender re eives three dupli ate a knowledgments, it assumes a pa ket has been lost and it
redu es its window size. However, when the ongestion window of the TCP sour e is below four, it annot
re eive three dupli ate a knowledgments so a dropped
pa ket triggers a retransmission timeout and a possible subsequent exponential ba ko that auses signifi ant throughput degradation.
[11℄ proposed Expli it Congestion Noti ation
(ECN) as a TCP improvement in whi h pa kets are
marked instead of dropped. Marking uses two bits in
the IP header: one to indi ate that then end-host is
apable of dete ting marks and the other by a ongested IP router to signal ongestion. If a router dete ts ongestion, it marks pa kets that are ECN apable instead of dropping them. The TCP destination
e hos the mark (the ECN bit) ba k to the sour e whi h
then takes the same set of a tions it would take if the
dropped pa kets had been dete ted. The key advantage of marking is that the TCP sour e re eives the
expli it ongestion indi ator mu h sooner than when
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Figure 2: Throughput and Round-Trip Time vs. Maximum TCP Window Size
pa kets are dropped.
The riti al point for our work is that for ad ho
networks with a small diameter (about 20 hops or
fewer), the window size of a TCP ow needs to be
small for optimal performan e, as show in Se tion 2.1.
With these small window sizes, an IP router that
drops a pa ket from a TCP ow for es a timeout sin e
the sender an not get three dupli ate a knowledgments. With these same window sizes, an IP router
that marks a pa ket from a TCP ow allows the TCP
sour e to ontinue transmitting at a redu ed rate sin e
three dupli ate a knowledgments are not required. We
assume that all future TCP sour es will be ECN enabled.

2.3 Link RED and Adaptive Pa ing

Random Early Dete tion (RED) [12℄ is an A tive
Queue Management (AQM) s heme that uses the average queue length to determine the dropping or marking probability of pa kets in the queue. The probability is 0 if the average queue size is less than minth , linearly in reases from 0 to maxp from minth to maxth
and is 1 when the average queue size ex eeds maxth .
LRED [8℄ is a data link layer strategy based on
RED that keys on the average number of IEEE 802.11

retries instead of queue length. Analogous to RED,
LRED does not drop any pa kets when the average
link layer retries is less than minth and linearly inreases from 0 to 1 from minth to maxth . LRED then
drops pa kets with the minimum of the drop probability based on link layer retransmissions or the parameter maxp . LRED an a hieve the optimal window size
desired by TCP ows on wireless LANs for some ongurations, but it shares RED's tuning weaknesses,
noted in [13, 14, 15℄. Moreover, the fa t that LRED
drops pa kets makes it diÆ ult to on gure when TCP
windows are small, as des ribed in Se tion 2.2 and if
marking at the IP layer based on MAC layer data
poses possible network layer violations.
Along with LRED, [8℄ presents Adaptive Pa ing
(AP) whi h is a tivated by LRED when the average
number of retries is less than minth and dea tivated
when the average number of retries ex eeds minth . AP
in reases MAC layer ba ko intervals by the retransmission time of one data frame every time an ACK
frame is re eived. Our analysis in [16℄ indi ates that
most of the throughput improvements from LRED
oupled with AP are due to AP and not LRED. Unfortunately, the downside of AP is that the additional
ba ko time between transmissions in reases roundtrip times.

3

Proposed Me hanism

This se tion presents the Low Delay Marking
(LDM) algorithm whi h is run at ea h node along a
TCP ow on a multihop ad ho wireless network as illustrated in Figure 1 Ea h node ounts the number of
ows traveling through it, as explained in Se tion 3.3,
and maintains per- ow state information on the number of hops per ow, as des ribed in Se tion 3.2. For
ea h arriving pa ket, the node omputes the optimal
window size for the ow, as des ribed in Se tion 3.1,
and marks the pa ket with the marking probability
required to meet this window size, as des ribed in Se tion 3.4. Figure 3 summarizes the LDM algorithm. In
the algorithm, fi is the i-th ow; hi is the number of
wireless hops fi makes in going from sour e to destination; pmark is the marking probability al ulated
by the IP pa ket queue management; n is the total
number of ows going through the node; wopt is the
optimal window size for fi ; and p is the pa ket that
arrived at the node.

3.1 Optimal Window Size of a TCP Flow

[7℄ and [8℄ derive expressions for the optimal TCP
window size as a fun tion of the number of hops between the sour e and destination nodes in a multihop
wireless network. Summarizing these results, a TCP
ow a hieves maximum throughput when its window

bit in v every few se onds. When a bit is leared,
the orresponding per- ow state information kept (for
example, number of hops for the ow) is also leared.
This method of tra king ows is very a urate when
the number of bits in v is signi antly larger than the
number of ows and it does not require any expli it
modi ation of TCP.

at ea h node, on re eiving pa ket p
identify ow fi to whi h p belongs
estimate hi for fi
estimate n
al ulate wopt
al ulate pmark
mark p with probability pmark

3.4 Marking Probability

Figure 3: The LDM Algorithm
size is about one-fourth of the number of hops in a
wireless network hain. This restri ted window size
limits the number of pa kets in the network, thereby
redu ing MAC layer ongestion (RTS/CTS ollisions).
However, in determining this optimal TCP window
size, neither [7℄ nor [8℄ take into a ount the number
of ows. Intuitively, the aggregate window size among
all ows should be one-fourth of the number of hops
(h). Thus, ea h ow should have a window size of onefourth of the number of hops divided by the number
of ows (n):
wopt

=

h
4

n

(1)

3.2 Number of Hops for a Flow

To estimate the number of hops from the sour e
to a destination for a ow, ea h node keeps per- ow
state information, where a ow is identi ed by an IP
sour e-destination pair. For ea h a tive ow, a node
re ords the average time-to-live (TTL) values in the
data pa kets it routes. It also observes destinationsour e a knowledgment pa kets for the same ow and
re ords their average TTL value. Sin e the default
TTL values set by modern operating system are typially 128 or 256, ea h node an ompute the number
of hops from the node to the sour e and the number
of hops from the node to the destination, thus determining the total number of hops for ea h ow from
sour e to destination. For example, if a node observes
a data pa ket with a TTL value of 250 and then a orresponding a knowledgment pa ket with a TTL value
of 251, it an ompute the number of hops for that
ow (hi ) as (256 250) + (256 251) = 11.

3.3 Number of Flows at a Node

Based on Morris' al ulations[17℄, the number of
ows at a node an be ounted using a xed-length bit
ve tor v . When a pa ket arrives, it is hashed based
on sour e-destination address and port number and
the orresponding bit in v is set. The ount of bits in
v is an approximation of the number of a tive
ows.
The bits in v are leared at a rate so as to reset every

TCP performan e models under ongestion marking ome from work in [18℄ and [19℄, with more detailed
performan e models in [20℄ and [21℄. Based on results
from pilot studies (see [16℄ for full details), we use the
relationship between marking rate (p) and window size
(w) derived in [17℄:
p

=

0:76
w

(2)

2

From algorithms des ribed in the previous se tions
and the state information kept on ea h a tive TCP
ow, an LDM node al ulates the optimal window size
for ea h TCP ow and, using Equation 2, the appropriate marking probability to a hieve that window size
as:
pmark

=

0:76
12:16  n2
2 =
2
h
h

n

4

(3)

However, a wopt of 1 results in a marking marking
probability of 0.76 whi h, even with pa ket marking,
auses timeouts. Therefore, if wopt is al ulated to be
1 or less, an optimal window size of 2 is used for wopt
instead.
Equation 3 represents the overall marking probability that needs to be applied to ea h ow. We propose that ea h ad ho node ontributes to this total equally, although alternate poli ies where the rst
node in a route applies the full marking probability are
also possible. Sin e a pa ket has to go through h 1
nodes from sour e to destination, LDM distributes the
probability evenly over h 1 nodes. Let pnode be the
per-node marking probability. We an relate pnode to
pmark by:
pmark

=1

pnode

= (1



pnode

(1

= 1

pnode

pmark

)(h

)h

12:16  n2
2

h

1

1)

1

 h1 1

(4)

Thus, the overall marking probability, pmark is the
same as the probability of the pa ket not being marked

through all h 1 nodes with probability of pnode . Using
Equation 4, ea h node al ulates the per-node marking probability for all in oming pa kets.
For evaluation purposes, the me hanisms des ribed
in Se tion 3.2 and Se tion 3.3 have been hard- oded
into the simulation ode used to evaluate LDM, with
implementation and evaluation of the per- ow re ord
keeping being future work.

4

Evaluation

This se tion dis usses our simulation setup and analyzes the experimental results. Experiments presented in lude default TCP performan e, TCP performan e with window restri tions, TCP performan e
with adaptive pa ing, and TCP performan e with the
LDM algorithm.

4.1 Simulation Setup

To evaluate the e e tiveness of LDM, the NS-2 simulator [22℄ was enhan ed to in lude ode for the LDM
algorithm as des ribed in Se tion 3. Due to the unavailability of Adaptive Pa ing ode from [8℄, we also
had to implement Adaptive Pa ing in NS-2 so as to be
able to ompare it with LDM. The simulated wireless
ad-ho network topology used in our investigations is
shown in Figure 1. In general, there are h + 1 wireless
nodes, N0 through Nh , onne ted over an IEEE 802.11
hain topology. Default IEEE 802.11 layer settings are
used with a wireless apa ity of 2 Mbps and AODV
routing. All ows use TCP-NewReno with maximum
window size of 32, ex ept in the window onstrained
ase.
The experiments reported in this paper in lude:
regular TCP, whi h represents urrent pra ti e in ad
ho network performan e; TCP with a manually onstrained window size whi h represents the optimal performan e by manually onstraining ea h TCP ow
with full network knowledge; Adaptive Pa ing where
all MAC frames are delayed by an additional amount,
as des ribed in Se tion 2.3, and LDM, the marking
me hanism presented in Se tion 3. Ea h of these ases
was simulated with 7 hop, 15 hop and 24 hop ad ho
hain topologies where all nodes are immobile. Ea h
simulation was run ve times, with the graphs depi ting the averages and minimum and maximum values
shown with error bars. While the graphs report performan e in absolute terms for round-trip time, loss
rate, and total number of RTS ollisions, throughput
has been normalized to that of regular TCP ase to
help larify the performan e di eren es.

4.2 Single Flow

The rst experiment has a single TCP NewReno
ow going through a multihop hain wireless network.
Figure 4 presents the normalized throughput, the loss

rate, the round-trip time and the number of RTS ollisions.
Over the 7-hop hain, regular TCP ow a hieves
193 Kbps throughput, TCP with a restrained window size of three averages 260 Kbps (+29.5%),
Adaptive Pa ing improves throughput to 234 Kbps
(+17.1%), and LDM a hieves a throughput of 232
Kbps (+11.2%). The number of RTS ollisions stay
nearly the same with restrained TCP, but Adaptive
pa ing auses a 48.6% in rease and LDM redu es
RTS ollisions by 9.9%. Restrained TCP redu es the
round-trip time from 323 ms to 148 ms ( 54.1%),
Adaptive Pa ing in reases the round-trip time to 489
ms (+51.4%) and LDM redu es the round-trip time
to 162ms ( 52.0%), lose to the restrained TCP level.
The restrained TCP has the lowest loss rate and the
original TCP the highest loss rate. Both Adaptive
Pa ing and LDM have slightly higher loss rates ompared to the restrained TCP but LDM o ers a lower
loss rate ompared to Adaptive Pa ing.
With the 15 hop hain topology, regular TCP
a hieves 184 Kbps, restrained TCP with window size
of 5 a hieves 209 Kbps (+15.2%), Adaptive Pa ing improves throughput to 213 Kbps (+19.8%) and LDM
a hieves 185 Kbps (+4.5%). Restrained TCP redu es
the number of RTS ollisions by 28.7%, Adaptive Pa ing has about the same number of RTS ollisions
while LDM redu es RTS ollisions by 17.9%. Restrained TCP redu es the round-trip time from 491
ms to 265 ms ( 46.1%), Adaptive Pa ing in reases
the round-trip time to 692 ms (+41.0%), LDM redu es the round-trip time to 327 ms ( 33.3%), lose
to the restrained TCP. Restrained TCP has the lowest
loss rate and regular TCP the highest. Both Adaptive
Pa ing and LDM have slightly higher loss rates ompared to restrained TCP but LDM o ers a lower loss
rate ompared to Adaptive Pa ing.
Over the 24 hop hain, regular TCP a hieves
176 Kbps, restrained TCP with a window size of 7
a hieves 201 Kbps (+13.6%), Adaptive Pa ing improves throughput to 228 Kbps (+28.4%), and LDM
a hieves 173 Kbps (+1.8%). Restrained TCP redu es
the number of RTS ollisions by 25.8% over that of
regular TCP, Adaptive Pa ing has about the same
number of RTS ollisions, and LDM redu es RTS ollisions by 15.1%. Restrained TCP redu es the roundtrip time from 626 ms to 394 ms ( 37.0%), Adaptive Pa ing in reases the round-trip time to 887 ms
(+41.8%), and LDM redu es the round-trip time to
459 ms ( 26.6%), mu h loser to that of restrained
TCP. Restrained TCP has the lowest loss rate and
original TCP the highest. Both Adaptive Pa ing and
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Figure 4: Single Flow over Multihop Chain Topology
LDM have slightly higher loss rates ompared to restrained TCP but LDM o ers a lower loss rate ompared to Adaptive Pa ing.

4.3 Multiple Flows

This experiment involves three TCP ows going
through a multihop wireless network. Figure 5 depi ts the total throughput normalized to that of regular TCP, the total loss rate, the total number of RTS
ollisions and the round-trip time of one of the ows.
Over the 7 hop hain, regular TCP a hieves 179
Kbps, restrained TCP with a window size of 1
a hieve 262 Kbps (+51.6%), Adaptive Pa ing improves throughput to 231 Kbps (+33.4%), and LDM
a hieves 220 Kbps (+29.22%). The number of RTS
ollisions in reases by 7.2% for restrained TCP, Adaptive Pa ing in reases RTS ollisions by 72.6%, and
LDM stays around the same as restrained TCP
(9.8%). Restrained TCP redu es the round-trip time

from 464 ms to 148 ms (-68.1%), Adaptive Pa ing inreases the round-trip time to 489 ms (+51.4%), and
LDM redu es the round-trip time 237 ms (-49.0%),
loser to the restrained TCP. Restrained TCP has the
lowest loss rate and regular TCP the highest. Both
Adaptive Pa ing and LDM have slightly higher loss
rates ompared to restrained TCP but LDM o ers a
lower loss rate ompared to Adaptive Pa ing.
Over the 15 hop hain, regular TCP a hieve
148 Kbps, restrained TCP with window size of 2
a hieve 213 Kbps (+29.9%), Adaptive Pa ing improves throughput to 215 Kbps (+35.2%), and LDM
a hieves 188 Kbps (+14.0%). The number of RTS ollisions de reases by 11.5% for restrained TCP, Adaptive Pa ing in reases the number of RTS ollisions by
15.7%, and LDM redu es RTS ollisions by 21.8%. Restrained TCP redu es the round-trip time from 755
ms to 330 ms (-56.31%), Adaptive Pa ing in reases
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Figure 5: 3 Flows over Multihop Chain Topology
the round-trip time to 976 ms (+29.3%), and LDM redu es the round-trip time by to 320 ms (-57.6%), lose
to restrained TCP. LDM has the lowest loss rate and
original TCP the highest. Both Adaptive Pa ing and
restrained TCP have slightly higher loss rates ompared to LDM, but Adaptive Pa ing o ers a higher
loss rate ompared to restrained TCP.
Over the 24 hop hain, regular TCP a hieves
176 Kbps, restrained TCP with a window size of 2
a hieves 202 Kbps (+18.9%), Adaptive Pa ing improves throughput to 227 Kbps (+29.1%), and LDM
a hieves 186 Kbps (+6.2%). The number of RTS ollisions is redu ed by 8.9% for restrained TCP, Adaptive Pa ing has about the same number of RTS ollisions, and LDM redu es RTS ollisions by 15.3%.
Restrained TCP redu es the round-trip time from 866
ms to 486 ms (-43.9%), Adaptive Pa ing in reases the

round-trip time to 1155 ms (+33.4%), LDM redu es
the round-trip time to 529 ms (-38.9%), mu h loser
to the restrained TCP. Restrained TCP has the lowest
loss rate and original TCP the highest. Adaptive Pa ing has higher loss rates ompared to the restrained
TCP while LDM o ers a slightly higher loss rate ompared to the restrained TCP, yet a lower loss rate ompared to Adaptive Pa ing.

4.4 Summary

We summarize the performan e of LDM ompared
with regular TCP from Se tion 4.2 and Se tion 4.3
into a table in Figure 6. A `+' denotes ases where
LDM's performan e is better by more than 10%, a `0'
where LDM's performan e is with within 10%, and
a `-' where LDM is worse by more than 10%. From
the table, LDM provides about the same or better

Category
Hops
Throughput
Round-Trip Time
Loss Rate
RTS Collisions

Single Flow
7 15 24
+ 0 0
+ + +
+ + +
0 + +

Multiple Flows
7 15
24
+ +
0
+ +
+
+ +
+
0 +
+

Figure 6: Performan e of LDM ompared to Regular
TCP
throughput ompared to regular TCP but provides a
mu h lower round-trip time, loss rate and number of
RTS ollisions.
Category
Hops
Throughput
Round-Trip Time
Loss Rate
RTS Collisions

Single Flow
7 15 24
0
+ + +
0 0 0
+ + +

Multiple Flows
7 15
24
0
+ +
+
+ +
+
+ +
+

Figure 7: Performan e of LDM ompared to Adaptive
Pa ing
We summarize the performan e of LDM ompared
with Adaptive Pa ing in the table in Figure 7. LDM
provides about the same or less throughput ompared to adaptive pa ing, but provides greatly redu ed
round-trip times, loss rates and RTS ollisions. These
results are espe ially signi ant for appli ations that
are sensitive to high delays.

5

Con lusion

The RTS/CTS me hanism in IEEE 802.11 was designed to mitigate the hidden terminal problem in
wireless networks. RTS/CTS an redu e pa ket loss
due to ollisions in the MAC layer and works well for
infrastru ture wireless networks. However, in wireless
ad ho networks, the side e e ts of RTS/CTS me hanism in lude ongestion and jamming in the MAC
layer, whi h are hidden from higher layer proto ols
su h as TCP. Consequently, transport layer proto ols
whi h do not a ount for MAC layer delays, su h as
TCP, will overestimate the available apa ity and use
too large a window size. Subsequently, this will further ongest the MAC layer, leading to an in rease
in pa ket loss and round-trip time and a de rease in
throughput.
This paper presents Low Delay Marking (LDM),
an IP layer approa h to enhan e TCP performan e
towards lower delay and loss rate without sa ri ing

throughput. Building on knowledge of the optimal
TCP window size dis ussed in [8℄, LDM marks pa kets with the probability al ulated with the estimated
number of hops and the number of ows. This for es
the TCP ows to redu e their window size loser to
an optimal value, thus resulting in a less ongestion
at the MAC layer. Less MAC layer ongestion leads
to fewer ollisions and therefore de reases round-trip
times and loss rates for all ows in the network.
We simulated and evaluated LDM over multiple
hain topologies with a single and multiple- ows. The
results show that LDM provides signi antly better
round-trip times (up to a 57.6% redu tion) and loss
rates (up to a 59.5% redu tion) while still providing
the same or better throughput ompared to regular
TCP. LDM also provides mu h better round-trip times
(up to a 67.2% redu tion) and loss rates (up to a 33.8%
redu tion) ompared to Adaptive Pa ing.
Currently, our evaluation is done over with the
number of hops and number of ows known ahead of
time by ea h router. Implementation of hop and ow
ounting te hniques presented in Se tion 3 is our urrent ongoing investigation. Additionally, evaluations
with more omplex topologies su h as rosses and grids
is also under investigation.
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